Wolven Industries

An Introductory Letter To Investors, 2021

Dear new investors:
We are a rising technological engineering firm that exists to repair,
prepare, and protect our civilization from modern threats both large
and small.
We accomplish these objectives with the development of contextually
varying technology marketed to both civilian, military, and private
military contractors as our target audiences.
Thank you so very much for your interest in joining our community of
investors. Please read onward for the following information:
•
•
•
•

Introducing Who We Are
How We Will Grow
How Our Products Are Made
What To Expect From Us
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Introducing Who We Are

In general, people love trying new things. More than just a singular product or
project, Wolven Industries is a flexible
They just need someone real to blame if
brand umbrella covering multiple
anything goes wrong, someone to take
products and projects. It is an idea in the
responsibility for their journey into the
minds of consumers: a brand that fuses
uncharted terrain of innovation.
the “creator” Jungian marketing archetype
This is the core branding strategy with the “sage.”
that Wolven Industries (“Wolven” for
The sage archetype is one of extraordinary
short) is executing, as we develop new
wisdom that is an expert in its field.
technological products the mass market
Meanwhile, the creator archetype is one
has never conceived of before, doesn’t
of visionary imagination that is driven to
understand, and needs to trust before
invent or innovate products of enduring
converting.
value.
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to remember: the face of the arctic wolf
that makes our logo, at the baseline of
public discourse guided by me, the CEO.

The sage element of our brand continually
applies wisdom and foresight into rising
trends and problems throughout our
civilization. We execute the sage element
through the content we publish through
our social media and e-mail channels.

We determined that building a brand
following in this manner first, before
pushing any particular innovative
The creator element of the brand applies product, was the best method of breaking
physics and engineering talent into through the trust barrier-to-entry in our
creating solutions to meet those rising respective market.
demands. This forms into the actual
This conclusion came to us after
products we sell to our consumers.
experimenting with varying, self-funded
Therein, the “sage” element of our brand advertising approaches over roughly
builds the audience and their trust in three years before opening to investors
us with value-based content, while the like you with confidence, in good faith.
“creator” element sells to that audience
Without
a
brand-built,
warmed
that the “sage” builds.
community to launch to first, one that is
Both are fused neatly into one image for willing to give us the benefit of the doubt
the associative memory of our audience pertaining to new ideas that may seem
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strange to them at first, we received a
wide range of eyebrow-raising messages
and comments.
Their statements ranged from baseless
scam accusations to Illuminati-level
conspiracy theories pushed by people
who knew nothing about science.
As physicists and engineers educated
by some of the most elite schools in the
world with years of collective experience
as a team in varying industries before
we started this company, we found the
character of the initial market resistance
to be vaguely entertaining.
However, market feedback that is “vaguely
entertaining” and chuckle-inducing doesn’t
equate to sales. While funny at first, it
denoted a serious hurdle before us. Their
feedback reflected an iceberg in our way
that would have sunk our business had
we launched before melting it with the
warmth of an introductory, transparent,
and authentic branding personality.
…and you become dangerously capable
of a whole lot when you become selfsufficiently comfortable with being laughed
at.
The authenticity of these two interlinked
archetypes for our brand is backed by a
credible, yet amazingly unlikely, backstory
of a real person’s self-actualization: one
that has involved over fifteen years of
documented world travel to achieve,
including military experience.
…mine.
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My own story is a published memoir. It
now acts as a foundational branding
asset that has created a tightly-knit, loyal
following of now 26,000 people and
growing.

his products, he shouldn’t be selling
them. Period.
Our
foundational
story
is
also
corroborated by not only a plethora of
pictures and videos, but also real people
who often leave public comments or have
even signed legal documents verifying
that they were present during the story’s
events.

Many of them are inspired by my
attitude and leadership style, moved by
my personal philosophy: If a company’s
leader isn’t willing to bet his own life on
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As a result, we have created an evergreen,
automatable,
marketing
machine,
capable of producing hyper-fans who are
enthusiastic evangelists of our brand from
how our highly-reviewed backstory has
captured and held their attention, as well
as deeply moved them into rooting for us
to succeed.
With our story, what we are creating, more
than any singular product, is a narratorial
heritage worth billions of dollars in the long
term.
We have established a scalable, inheritable
story meant for passing down from one
leader to the next, to carry the torch of
protecting and serving our civilization with
technology.
This means that we are set to stay in
business long after I am gone.
Our profits will fluctuate and not every
product will succeed.
However, we will stand the test of time
because our brand stands on principle
and an evergreen story that took over
fifteen years of furious, silent, calculating
and enduring patience through doubt and
ridicule to authentically develop.
And from our principles, our core audience
will forever know and trust who we are and
where our hearts lie in the products and
services we provide to them, in service to
our civilization.
We’re playing the very long game, and for
a good reason. And may our children carry
our brand beyond the times.
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How We Will Grow

There are seven marketing pillars in our landing page copywriting, and graphic
plan for growth. Six of them we have design. However, while continuing my
education in college to earn a bachelor’s
already tested:
in marketing, small jobs evolved into
1. Brand Ambassador Spokespeople
large contracts requiring me to manage
2. Journalist Relations
entire teams to drive varying company’s
3. Paid Advertising
revenue.
4. Direct Network Outreach
5. Product Reviews & Testimonials
I built my international reputation as a
6. Public Events
marketing strategist by gathering third7. Word of Mouth & Customer Loyalty

party verifiable reviews through websites
The knowledge driving our growth strategy like Elance and Upwork.com. I earned
comes from seven years of experience as several hundred thousand dollars in
hard cash that I used as the initial startup
an award-winning marketing strategist.
capital of Wolven Industries, but I gained
Wolven Industries is not my first company; even more in applicable knowledge and
OMI Firm is.
entrepreneurial experience.
I spent nearly a decade contracting with The following is a more expansive
varying businesses, both large and small, explanation of each pillar of our
as their marketing consultant, or chief marketing strategy, chosen from both
marketing director.
the quantitative and qualitative results of
I started off performing small jobs in pre-testing and experience.
digital marketing, such as article writing,
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As each spokesperson leads their own
authentic conversations while building
real relationships with real customers
through social media, they will use brand
templates for memes to do so.
Thus, as each spokesperson drives
Brand Ambassador Spokespeople conversation, they will penetrate
market resistance through the power
While bootstrapping during the earliest of personality, with their own respective
pre-revenue stages of Wolven Industries, followings unique to them.
the first and foremost spokesperson of
A secondary function of each brand
the brand has been me: Mike Norton.
spokesperson will be to publish articles in
Though, as our brand grows, we plan to blogs and other online outlets to improve
recruit other spokespeople to represent public relations and draw new traffic to
our brand with their own respective, our brand over time.
unique voices.
We often refer to them as “Brand
The purpose of a brand spokesperson Ambassadors” because of how they act
would be to lead a conversation in as the frontline diplomats of the brand to
their respective field to their respective the general audience.
audience.
On a regular basis, as well as throughout
I have primarily focused on philosophical their content, they will be tasked to
discussions that occasionally dab into lead the audience into the funnel of
the controversially political. But this may Wolven Industries products in a manner
not be the authentic style and voice, nor contextually respectful to the public
the topics another contracted brand conversation we would contract them to
spokesperson may cover in the future.
drive.
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Journalist Relations

case-by-case scenario.

We pledge not to officially condone e-mail
blasts to journalists in a manner that may
hurt our brand’s reputation. Instead, we
plan to take the time building a credible,
warmed, database of journalists who
know us…one by one, over time.

We have a prepared media press kit to
make it as easy as possible for journalists
to write about us. It is free and totally
open for downloading by anyone, on our
website.

In it, all of the core information of the
In a similar manner to the secondary company, as well as the story of what we’ve
function of brand ambassadors who may had to overcome to exist, is organized in
publish guest blog articles on welcoming one easy-to-access zip folder.
websites, journalists have their own As we earn more share of mainstream
respective followings along with the media, one article at a time, our brand will
followings of the outlets they write for.
grow organically over the long term with
Some journalists will be willing freelancers all of the benefits that published articles
open for writing for our brand for pay. about our products, story, and progress
Others will need time and nurturing on a come with.

At this stage of our growth, we are already being followed by
representatives of popular and large-scale online magazines.
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Paid Advertising

Direct Network Outreach

Wolven Industries plans to utilize both When striking contracts for wholesale or
types of paid advertising: inbound and custom engineering in the B2B space, we
outbound.
have two target audiences:
1. Corporate contracts with other
businesses (such as with varying
offices and airports)
2. Government contracts at up to the
national level (such as with the
military and public schools)

There are three stages to the customer’s
journey: Awareness, Consideration, and
Decision.
Outbound advertising reaches the
segmentations of our audience personas
that are still primarily in the awareness
stage of their journey into the brand. We
plan to execute this primarily through
the major social media channels (e.g.
Facebook, Twitter, etc.). The audience
archetype this advertising targets likely
lacks prior awareness of our company, nor
may they be aware of the technological
solutions we’re providing for their
respective problems beforehand.

We plan to build a network of businesses
as warmed prospects with a custom
funnel of marketing content (such as,
but not limited to, white papers). We
plan to build the network mostly from
the publicly available information each
business permits us to ethically contact.

Through directly reaching out to their
companies, each contract will be treated
Inbound advertising captures demand on a case-by-case scenario.
that is already there. Keyword-based For government contracts, we plan to rely
traffic searching for our technological on a SAM (System for Award Management)
solutions signifies that the customer certification for access to government
segmentation that is in the consideration contract bidding. We’ve become eligible
stage of their respective journey into our for this by my status as a military veteran.
brand. For these types, they are already
aware of their problem, and are searching Either developing new patentable
for a solution that we’d be competing technological solutions, or bidding on the
for with competitive messaging in their contract propositions to develop them,
will be our means of securing government
search results.
contracts.
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Product Reviews & Testimonials

Public Events

In the B2C space, there are public entities
with social media followings that are
influenced by the technology that those
public entities review.

We plan to execute regular, annual tech
tours to build an in-person connection
with our audiences in key areas of the
world.

Wolven Industries can pay for their
time, attention, and expertise invested
into giving honest public reviews of
our products that then influence their
respective followings.

To maximize shareholder value, these
events will take place at trade shows and
other venues where ever appropriate.
Ideal places include major cities, tech
hubs, as well as where ever else there are
locations pre-screened for their economic
Over time, we plan to build a network of
viability with Wolven’s products.
reviewers to which we can regularly share
releases of each new product. Doing so From these events, we would mine
creates a system of product design with marketing material (such as pictures and
public reviews that both challenge us to video) of spokespeople in their respective
create continually better products, while “meets and greets,” while recording their
simultaneously spreading word of our answers to frequently asked questions
products to consumers.
from the audience.
To incentivize participation with the
brand and reward customer loyalty,
there will be member privilege cards
of varying denominations. These cards
will not only permit discounts with our
products, but also backstage, direct, and
personal access to me as well as other
members of the Wolven team when and
where appropriate.
These public events will be pre-planned
with demonstrational content, such as
Keynote/PowerPoint presentations with a
microphone on stage. Videos and pictures
would be used to raise awareness and
generate interest of Wolven Industries:
its story and its products.
None of this is to exclude live online
events as well, when in-person events
are considered too dangerous (such as,
but not limited to, pandemic reasons).
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Word Of Mouth & Customer Loyalty
The combination of all six of the
aforementioned marketing methods
combined will spur the most effective
motor of our marketing machine: word of
mouth.

•

•

By first emphasizing quality products and
our brand’s culture, the six marketing
methods mentioned prior would serve
primarily to break the inertia of our
brand’s fame and notoriety.

or in private one-on-one direct
messaging
Prioritized
listening
to
their
requests for design tweaks to each
iteration (also known as a “Mark” or
MK-“) of each Wolven product
Autographed memorabilia and
patent designs

People fear and distrust what they do
not understand, especially pertaining to
innovation and inventiveness. This is why
we publish content of even our technical
meetings, to show as much for common
In the beginning, we expect the highest understanding as possible.
amount of marketing efforts to yield
the lowest ROI (return on investment). However, we are not so afraid of our
However, this would only be because of audience being stolen by imitators of
the universal concept that it costs much our technology because of how hard we’ll
more to gain a new customer than it does work to keep the loyalty of our core true
fan following as it grows.
to keep one.
To break through initial market resistance
as our brand gains traction, we will rely
heavily on the public support of our
evangelical and core true fans. Because
of this, we would make it a priority to
continually reward them with a multitude
of perks on an ongoing bases, including
but not limited to the following:

In fact, before this letter was written, we
already had multiple people from our
following sending us direct messages
about our competitors. So, this is not
merely theory about their behavior: It’s
already been tested.

We know that we’re developing a tribe
loyal to our brand for our own brand’s
• Membership
discount
cards sake, and we will treat them like royalty
with backstage/personal access throughout the years for it, both them
privileges to the Wolven team and their children, in sheer appreciation.

•
•
•

during live events, and reward
points for gaining free products
over time
Free or heavily discounted brand
merchandise (such as t-shirts,
baseball caps, hoodies, etc.)
Free one-on-one conversations
either private online, or in public
venues (respective to the scenario)
Prioritized attention on social
media given to their comments
and messages, either publicly

Our growing audience outspokenly loves
us and roots for us to succeed, waiting for
us to release each product as some have
been following our brand’s developing
story since our conception.
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How Our Products Are Made

Here is the core workflow for how our
products are made:

Listening & Identification
We either observe ourselves or listen to
the feedback of customers who’ve joined
our online community about the modern Continual Innovation
dragons threatening our civilization (e.g. We support and listen to our online
COVID-19).
community. Our audience’s feedback
helps us to continually yield better
Conceptualization & Development products over time. Each project model
We develop a technological solution to is labeled in the form of “Marks” such as
slay that respective dragon with the talent “MK-1,” “MK-2,” “MK-3” etc.
we have to work with, often learning new To break through our barrier-to-entry
skills ourselves or hiring new teammates in the market, we literally built labs in
for a given project (e.g. our UV Cleanser). our own houses to produce prototypes
during the pandemic. A massive amount
of overhead is saved by the core design
Manufacturing & Shipment
team being able to work from home.
The team works together with a variety
of digital tools (such as Slack, Google Therefore, the primary funding issues
Drive, and Fusion360) to develop a would come in housing machinery for
working prototype. We then ship directly mass production when necessary, which
from either our website or contracted may not always be necessary for every
product.
distributors.
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On My Core At-Home Physics & Engineering Lab
To produce working prototypes during the COVID-19 pandemic lockdowns, I’ve
innovated what I call the “Vannoken” forge:

At the time, I had too little money to break
the barrier-to-entry by paying for the
minimum amount of inventory needed
for the first product that I wasn’t even
sure was going to sell.

of the company’s equity while knowing
that I hadn’t done everything I possibly
could to help myself first.

I wasn’t against the idea of equity
investors; however, I knew that there
I could have sought an investor (such as was more I could try to do to help myself
yourself) at the time, but then I knew I’d before seeking one out and signing a
have had to sacrifice a great percentage contract with one.
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And that’s one of the core ideas driving my
personal business leadership philosophy
that inspires: Rebel, but against the
unwillingness to help yourself.
•

•

•

national mailing system to send the
first few test samples to our betatesting “true fan” customers to see
what they think. (Ref: prioritized
listening of our “true fan” loyal
customers in the Word of Mouth
section of this letter).

The forge is significant because with
it, I can begin to rapid prototype (not
only our flagship UV-C Cleanser,
but also) any new technological
products for sale without even
leaving my house. This drastically
lowers any potential barrier to
market entry by being able to make
orders for each of my technological
designs by my own hands, ondemand.
The plan for each product is to
design it with a powerful home
computer
(with
professional
engineering SaaS apps like Fusion
360). Build a prototype. And then
test the market with it by leveraging
my personal brand following on
social media.
If the initial stock of a prototype
idea sells out, then investor money
will be put into larger and larger
scale manufacturing. This means
that it would cost virtually nothing
to test the market with most of
our new project ideas, because we
can just simply rapid prototype
from home and utilize our regular

•

If the initial stock of an idea doesn’t
sell out, then little to nothing is
lost, and we can move right on to
the next technological idea that will
with complete individual freedom.

•

This has required a personal
investment of nearly $20,000 in
new tools (as well as the time it’s
taken to learn how to use them)
that I’ve used as the apparatuses of
an at-home engineering office.

In the grand scheme of the company’s
development, this is nothing. Chump
change for establishing such a well-oiled
machine of product ideation, design, and
market testing through the relationship
we’ve built with our hyper-fans on social
media, as well as testing products meant
for larger scale B2B and government
contracting.

Wolven Industries UV-C Cleanser
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What To Expect From Us

The goal of this letter has not been to
introduce you to any singular product,
but who we are, what we do, where we’re
going, and how.
…as we’ve begun raising money to take
the brand out of our self-funded prerevenue stage.
If this letter has moved you to join our
growing network of interested investors
who can see the potential to what we’re
doing at Wolven Industries…

•

this one) reporting on what exactly
has been accomplished each year,
as well as where we’re going and
how
A private section of our online
community forums hosted by our
website reserved specifically for
you and other investors like you
(for the purposes of discussing the
company like a congress, senate,
or other legislative council would
discuss the decision-making path
for a country)

…then you can expect backend, privileged Click here to schedule a meeting to see
access to the following:
how you can own a piece of this brand
• Product proposals for new projects (or make some other offer to it, such
• Developmental progress of each as a convertible loan). We’re open to
investments in both the brand itself, as
new project
• Regular reporting on sales and well as percentages of ownership of each
marketing KPIs (key performance individual project.
•
•

indicators)
All of the privileged gifts rewarded We look forward to hearing from you, on
to our true fan loyal customers the start of this incredible, inheritable
journey!
over time
Annual open letters to you (such as
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About The Founder

Mike Norton

Founder, Chief Product Developer, and Marketing Strategist of Wolven Industries

I first started my journey into
entrepreneurship as a marketing
strategist. What inspired me to become
one stemmed from how the process of
overcoming my own childhood traumas
catalyzed within me a passion for human
psychology.
But instead of becoming something like
a doctoral clinical psychologist, I chose
to direct my passion into consumer
psychology. This is because of the sheer
amount of market demand for it would

allow me to more reliably generate the
income I needed, in an ethical manner,
to live a functional life with my family.
Combine over seven years of experience
as a marketing strategist with my first
business (OMI Firm) with a formal
education in physics, and you get
Wolven Industries. Dual-classing as both
a marketer and physicist, I am able to
analyze a target market, build a brand for
it, and develop technological solutions
for sale to that respective audience.
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